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Are Tax Credits Relevant? 

T H E gazette notification of December 12 merely elaborates on the tax credit 
scheme for investment in equities announced on December 24 last year 

and given effect to in the Finance Act, 1965. The salient features of the 
original scheme remain. There are some further attempts at closing a few 
possible loopholes, and a couple of concessions regarding purchases from 
underwriters or from another party. The details also specify the manner and 
processing of applications for tax credits. 

The tax credit still applies to initial issues of equity capital by industries 
that fall under the first schedule of the Industries (Development and Regu
lation) Act, which amount to not less than Rs 20 lakhs and which have been 
made on or after December 24, 1964. The issue has to be declared eligible 
by the Controller of Capital Issues. The investor in such issues—who may be 
an individual or an Hindu undivided family—is entitled to a five per cent 
tax credit on the first Rs 15,000 invested, a three per cent tax credit on the 
next Rs 10,000 invested, and a two per cent tax credit on the next Rs 10,000 
invested. On an aggregate investment of Rs 35.000 he would thus get an 
annual tax credit of Rs 1,250. Being entitled to this for the year of sub
scription and for the three following years, he would thus get a total rebate 
of Rs 5,000 on an investment of Rs 35,000. If the investor purchases the 
equities from an underwriter, he will get the credit for the period remain
ing out of the four years from the time of purchase by the underwriter. Also, 
if an investor purchases the equities from another investor, the credit will 
be apportioned between them according to their respective share of the 
four-year period. 

The grant of tax credit on purchase from an underwriter (the earlier 
scheme had provided only for credit on inheritance of the eligible equities 
on the death of the original investor), or from another investor, are added 
incentives, welcome in themselves, provided of course that the transfera
bility does not in the present state of the stock markets lead to frequent 
switches. For, the purpose of the incentive is to help the stock market hold, 
and easier transfers by definition go against this aim. The ceilings 
and sums involved in the tax credit indicate that it is 
aimed at encouraging the relatively small investor who would fall within 
the Rs 35,000 investment limit. A total lax rebate of Rs 5,000 on this is 
certainly more sizable than the gain from tax credit schemes formulated 
earlier for exports and later for production increases. But is it large enough? 
It is difficult to answer this merely by relating it to the yield pattern or the 
gestation period of the company. In any case, a system so related would 
be rather cumberous to operate. 

What does seem doubtful about the present tax rebate scheme is its 
adequacy as a measure in the face of the persistently falling equity values 
on the stock market. The small investor has suffered the most from this 
collapse. Would a 14 per cent gain over a four-year period compensate 
for the capital losses and the loss of confidence that he has suffered even 
on the "safer" shares by now? For the small investor such capital losses 
are especially weighted because investment in equities is his hedge against 
inflation. It is interesting too that since last December, when the outline of 
the scheme was first announced, the response to new issues has by no 
means improved and today it is still negligible. It is the loss of hope with 
the persistent fall in the share market since the cad of 1962, except for 
very brief periods of improvement, not the size of the present gain, nor 
the apparently complicated procedure (which is not as complicated as some 
comments have made out), that may eventually decide the fate of the pre
sent scheme. 

The sustained decline on the share market has often been attributed 
to the toughness of the fiscal and monetary measures. So simply put, the 
picture is misleading. For, it is likely that it is not so much the present 
toughness as the former leniency towards the stock exchange boom of the 
early 'sixties, alternated now by sudden and extreme stringency that 
account for today's unrelieved decline. Share values were rising steeply at 
that time, and measures such as a rise in Bank Rate, bigger margins on 


